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Abstract: Crop disease is widely considered as one of the most pressing challenges for food crops,
and therefore an accurate crop disease detection algorithm is highly desirable for its sustainable
management. The recent use of remote sensing and deep learning is drawing increasing research
interests in wheat yellow rust disease detection. However, current solutions on yellow rust detection
are generally addressed by RGB images and the basic semantic segmentation algorithms (e.g., UNet),
which do not consider the irregular and blurred boundary problems of yellow rust area therein,
restricting the disease segmentation performance. Therefore, this work aims to develop an automatic
yellow rust disease detection algorithm to cope with these boundary problems. An improved
algorithm entitled Ir-UNet by embedding irregular encoder module (IEM), irregular decoder module
(IDM) and content-aware channel re-weight module (CCRM) is proposed and compared against
the basic UNet while with various input features. The recently collected dataset by DJI M100
UAV equipped with RedEdge multispectral camera is used to evaluate the algorithm performance.
Comparative results show that the Ir-UNet with five raw bands outperforms the basic UNet, achieving
the highest overall accuracy (OA) score (97.13%) among various inputs. Moreover, the use of three
selected bands, Red-NIR-RE, in the proposed Ir-UNet can obtain a comparable result (OA: 96.83%)
while with fewer spectral bands and less computation load. It is anticipated that this study by
seamlessly integrating the Ir-UNet network and UAV multispectral images can pave the way for
automated yellow rust detection at farmland scales.

Keywords: deep learning; Ir-UNet; crop disease detection; multispectral imagery; unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV)

1. Introduction

Crop diseases are widely considered as one of the most pressing challenges for food
crops, seriously threatening crop quality and safety because a safe food supply begins with
protecting crops from diseases and toxins. It is acknowledged that the crop diseases account
for 20–40% yield loss globally each year, resulting in significant economic losses [1]. The
conventional crop disease control method is mainly calendar-based pesticide application
regardless of the current disease development and risks. However, this method not
only leads to a high cost but also generates adverse environmental impact. Therefore, it
is paramount to use a decision-based disease control method to improve the detection
accuracy for crop disease control and management.

Wheat is one main crop in the world (particularly in north China), providing 20% of
protein and food calories for 4.5 billion people [2]. However, wheat production is facing
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serious problems, such as abiotic stresses, pathogens and pests, inducing a severe yield
loss. In particular, yellow rust disease is one of the main challenges, which is caused by
Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici (Pst) [3,4]. This kind of disease spreads very quickly under
a temperature of 5–24 ◦C and significantly affects wheat production. It is reported that
near 5.5 million tons per year wheat yield loss is mainly caused by yellow rust disease [5].
To this end, a reliable and robust method for yellow rust detection is highly desirable for
disease management, which is beneficial for sustainable crop production and food safety.

It is necessary that the detection method is rapid, specific to a particular disease and
sensitive enough for early disease symptom. Visual perception is capable of interpreting
the environment through image analysis of light reflected by objects and now finds a
great number of applications including crop disease detection [6,7]. Various platforms are
available to collect sensing data, such as satellite/manned-aircraft based and Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAV) based ones [8,9]. However, crop disease detection by satellite
data is sometimes restricted by its poor spatial and temporal resolutions in farm-scale
applications. On the contrary, UAV sensing technology is now receiving an ever-increasing
research interest for farm-scale data acquisition because of its attractive features, such as
a relatively affordable cost, a high spatial and user-defined temporal resolution, and a
good flexibility [10–12], presenting a high-efficiency approach on crop remote sensing data
collection. There are a lot of studies on using UAV platform with different sensors for rust
disease sensing, for example, Liu used RGB camera at an altitude of 100 m to monitor stripe
rust disease and concluded that Red band is the most informative one among three visible
bands [13]. UAV with five-band multispectral camera is adopted in yellow rust detection,
showing that RedEdge and near infrared (NIR) band can bring extra information on yellow
rust detection and achieve a relatively high accuracy [2].

In addition to sensing platforms and sensors, the selection of algorithms also signifi-
cantly affects yellow rust detection performance. Different from image level classification
method, semantic segmentation aims to discriminate each class at a pixel level, increasing
the classification performance. Recently, the challenging crop disease detection problem is
formulated as a semantic segmentation task, and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
method is adopted because of its fine properties in automatically extracting spectral-spatial
features [14,15]. Many prior studies innovate the CNN architecture in the disease detection.
For example, Jin proposed a two-dimensional CNN model to classify the healthy and
diseased wheat in a rapid and non-destructive manner [16]. Zhang proposed a novel Deep
CNN based approach for an automatic crop disease detection by using UAV hyperspectral
images with a very high spatial resolution [17]. A 3D-CNN is also developed in [18] for
soybean charcoal rot disease identification by using hyperspectral images with 240 different
wavelengths and achieves a classification accuracy of 95.73%.

However, there are still some particular problems not being considered but generally
occurring in yellow rust disease detection, where the final segmentation performance can
be improved once being addressed. In practical scenarios, the shape of the yellow rust
disease infected area is irregular where the middle infected area is more serious and the
situation near boundary gradually decreases, bringing irregular boundary problem. In ad-
dition, due to the sensor restrictions, some noise sometimes is brought to collected images,
resulting in blurred boundary problems of yellow rust area. There are some designs to
improve the segmentation performance dealing with the boundary problem. For example,
Yang proposed edge-aware network for the extraction of buildings and demonstrated the
effectiveness on Wuhan University (WHU) building benchmark [19]. Xu combined a high-
resolution network with the boundary-aware loss to gradually rebuild the boundary details,
achieving the state-of-the-art performance on the Potsdam and Vaihingen datasets [20].
Dai and Zhu made improvements on the convolution by introducing learnable offsets in
deformable convolutional network, enabling the network to deal with irregular objects and
further indirectly improving the segmentation performance [21,22]. Wang innovated a new
upsampling method called content-aware reassembly of features module to upsample the
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feature maps using learnable parameters, which introduced global guidance of contextual
information and further sharpened the boundaries [23].

Although the aforementioned literature demonstrated useful designs to extract sharp
boundary in urban landscape segmentation problems, very little work has been considered
in crop disease detection applications. As a consequence, an Irregular Segmentation
U-Shape Network (Ir-UNet) is proposed to deal with irregular and blurred boundary
problems for yellow rust disease detection, which can further improve rust segmentation
performance. In this work, the irregular encoder module (IEM) is applied and fused in UNet
to handle irregular boundary because it can adaptively adjust the weight of the convolution
kernel for different directions according to the shape of segmented objects, meaning that
such a convolution kernel can adapt well for irregular objects. Secondly, the irregular
decoder module (IDM) is utilized in UNet as this method can adopt different sampling
strategies for different regions according to the semantic information of the feature map,
so that it can pay more attention to the global information and solve blurred boundary
problem. Finally, the content-aware channel re-weight module (CCRM) is introduced in the
basic UNet to optimize the feature weight, maximizing the final segmentation performance
based on Ir-UNet. Therefore, this work aims to develop an automatic yellow rust detection
method by integrating UAV multispectral imagery and Ir-UNet algorithms. The proposed
algorithm is validated by real-life field experiments with promising results, where aerial
images are collected on a field infected with wheat yellow rust disease. To be more clear,
the main contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) An automatic yellow rust disease detection framework is proposed to integrate UAV
multispectral imagery and Ir-UNet deep learning architecture;

(2) The Ir-UNet architecture is proposed by integrating IEM and IDM to cope with
irregular and blurred boundary problems in yellow rust disease detection;

(3) The CCRM is proposed to re-allocate the weight of each feature to maximize the
Ir-UNet segmentation performance;

(4) Field experiments are to validate the proposed algorithm against different existing
algorithms and results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related
experiment design including field experiment and UAV system design; Section 3 details
the Ir-UNet network design; Section 4 demonstrates the comparative results of different
algorithms and inputs; Section 5 presents a discussion; finally, conclusion and future work
are presented in Section 6.

2. Field Experiment

In this section, experiment materials regarding this study are introduced, which
include experiment design, UAV multispectral imaging system, data pre-processing and
labelling (see Figure 1).

Experiment 
design

Data 
preprocessing

Data 
labelling

UAV imaging 
system design

Figure 1. Flowchart of field experiment design in this study.

2.1. Experiment Design

Experiments were carried out in Caoxinzhuang experiment field (latitude: 34◦306′N,
longitude: 108◦090′E, 499 m a.s.l.) of Northwest A&F University, Yangling, Shanxi Province,
China. Some background details such as geographic location, soil property and climate
are referenced in [2]. Xiaoyan 22 is a cultivar developed by Northwest A&F university,
which is vulnerable/susceptible to yellow rust disease. It is therefore chosen for this study
so that the wheat is able to be infected by yellow rust disease for the purpose of UAV
remote monitoring. This experiment started from 2019 and wheat seeds were sown with a
row spacing of 16 cm and at a rate of 30 g seeds/m2. To inoculate yellow rust inoculum
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in the selected wheat fields, the mixed Pst races (CYR 29/30/31/32/33) were adopted
to wheat seedlings in March/2019 by following the approach in [13]. It can be found in
Figure 2 that each plot is designed as 2 m × 2 m and three replicates (region A, B, C)
with level 0–5 yellow rust inoculum being achieved after randomly inoculating with six
levels of yellow rust inoculum: 0 g (healthy wheat), 0.15 g, 0.30 g, 0.45 g, 0.6 g and 0.75 g
respectively. Finally, these 18 plots are separated from each other ensuring the minimisation
of disease cross-infection.

A1

A0

A3

A2

B1

A4

A5

B2

B3

B4

B5

B0

C5

C3

C4

C2

C0

C1

North

0 2m 4m

Figure 2. Wheat yellow rust disease inoculation: experiment design and visual layout with RGB imagery.

2.2. UAV Multispectral Imaging System

In this study, a five-band multispectral camera named RedEdge (MicaSense Company,
Seattle, WA, USA) is equipped on DJI M100 Quadcopter (DJI Company, Shenzhen, China)
for wheat yellow rust disease sensing (see Figure 3). RedEdge camera owns extra RedEdge
and NIR bands in comparison with conventional RGB camera so that it is more robust
against illumination variations in crop disease detection task (see detailed spectral infor-
mation in Table 1). When the rust disease is visible, the extra RedEdge and NIR bands
are more accurate and reliable to show the differences between healthy and rust pixels
compared with the RGB bands. The specifications of this UAV such as weight, dimensions
and image size are referenced in [11].

The aim of this section is to design UAV survey system so that Pix4DMapper can
go through the follow-up image processing. The framework of this UAV multispectral
imaging system can be found in Figure 4, including UAV hardware settings, pre-settings
and field sensing. First, RedEdge camera equipped with GPS module can obtain five raw
band information simultaneously. Second, Pix4DCapture planning software (Polygon for
2D maps) is installed on a smartphone enabling to plan, monitor and control the UAV.
The UAV forward speed is set to be 1 m/s and camera triggering is designed to ensure
the overlap and sidelap are up to 75%, leading to an accurate orthomosaic after image
pre-processing. In addition, before the flight, calibration panel is adopted to calibrate the
camera to guarantee reflectance data can be obtained even under environmental variations.
Finally, the selected farmland field can be surveyed by this UAV and the output imagery
can be put into Pix4DMapper for the follow-up image processing.
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Table 1. Detailed spectral information of the RedEdge camera.

Band No. Name Center Wavelength Bandwidth Panel Reflectance

1 Blue 475 nm 20 nm 0.57
2 Green 560 nm 20 nm 0.57
3 Red 668 nm 10 nm 0.56
4 NIR 840 nm 40 nm 0.51
5 RedEdge 717 nm 10 nm 0.55

Figure 3. M100 UAV with the RedEdge camera.

GPS

The RedEdge 
Camera

Panel 
calibration

Pix4D Capture 
software

UAV 
hardware Pre-settings Field 

sensing
Pix4DMapper (SfM-

MVS Algorithm)

Figure 4. colorblueFlowchart of UAV based multispectral imaging system.

Key developmental (management) stages of wheat include tillering stage, green-up
stage, jointing stage, anthesis stage and grain filling stage [8]. It is noted that data in early
April are not presented as yellow rust symptom is not visible after inoculation and no big
differences can be observed from UAV image. Visible yellow rust symptoms on wheat
leaf can be observed approximately 25 days after inoculation. As a result, data collection
was conducted on 2 May 2019 as the yellow rust symptoms were visible and the wheat
was in jointing stage. In practical scenarios, the most influential parameter affecting image
quality is altitude. This is because it determines the pixel size on the registered images,
flight duration and cover area. Very low-altitude UAV flight generates images with a
very high spatial resolution; however, this results in limited area coverage and a safety
problem. Very high altitude UAV flight reduces the spatial resolution and is likely to lose
important information [24,25]. Therefore, these images were captured at an altitude of
about 20 m to enable the ground resolution is about 1.3 cm/pixel, providing appropriate
spatial information for yellow rust disease detection. Moreover, a RedEdge camera was
fixed on a gimbal to attenuate the adverse effects of wind, so that high-quality images can
be captured during the survey. An image of a reflectance calibration panel was taken (at
about 1 m height) before and after each flight and used in the process of image calibration
to account for the side effects of environmental variations.
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2.3. Data Pre-Processing and Labelling

After collecting raw images, some steps need to be accomplished for pre-processing.
These steps can be performed offline to generate calibrated and georeferenced reflectance
data for each spectral band. Structure-from-motion (SfM) combined with multi-view-stereo
(MVS) algorithms in Pix4Dmapper software can increase point cloud densities which
is based on the same photogrammetric principles of image bundle adjustment and the
3D localization of the single pixels. In this study, commercial Pix4Dmapper software
of version 4.3.33 was utilised for follow-up pre-processing, including initial processing
(e.g., keypoint computation for image matching), orthomosaic generation and reflectance
calibration for each band [26]. After that, the output image can be in the format of GeoTIFF
covering the whole survey area, where the whole image can be cropped into several tailored
regions for the follow-up analysis.

The problem of detecting and quantifying wheat yellow rust disease can be treated
as a semantic segmentation task. According to the required task, there are totally three
classes to be discriminated, including healthy wheat (Healthy), rust lesions (Rust) and
field background (Background). It is acknowledged that segmentation performance relies
on labelled data and segmentation algorithm; therefore, the overall labelling processing
shown in the Algorithm 1 of Reference [2] is used to label these classes accurately and
effectively in pixel-level. The rust regions (polygons) are first labelled on the false-colour
RGB orthomasic image by simultaneously observing the high-resolution RGB images
collected by Parrot Anafi Drone at a height of 1 m above wheat canopy and the false-color
RGB orthomasaic image. Then the wheat pixels are segmented from the background pixels
by using the OSAVI spectral vegetation index. As a result, the wheat pixels with yellow rust
infection, the healthy wheat pixels and the background pixels can be labelled accordingly.
Matlab 2019b was also used in data labelling and the labelled results can be found in
Figure 5. To avoid the misunderstanding of the main contributions in this paper, the details
of multispectral image labelling can be referenced in [2].
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d
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t

Figure 5. Labelling the image with three different classes: Rust, Healthy and Background.

3. Methodology

In this section, the methodology to design an automatic wheat yellow rust detection
system is introduced. The basic UNet [27] is firstly presented, and on its basis, IEM and
IDM are then proposed for our wheat dataset to deal with irregular and blurred boundary
problems of rust region. In addition, to evaluate the contribution of different spectral bands
of the RedEdge camera, a CCRM is also designed to adjust the weight of each feature
automatically in the proposed method. The framework of the automatic wheat yellow rust
detection system is displayed in Figure 6.
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CCRM design

M100 UAV with 
RedEdge camera

Region of Interest 
imagery

Data augmentation Ablation study

Optimized band weight 
result

Performance evaluation

IEM, IDM design

Ir-UNet design

Augmentation method 
discussion

Ir-UNet with various 
input (A,B,C,D)

Figure 6. Framework of the construction of automatic wheat yellow rust detection system.

3.1. Basic Unet Network

The UNet based models are widely used in remote sensing imagery analysis since
it introduces the most important design called skip connection in the FCN style CNN
architecture [28,29]. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the skip connection creates a bridge
between encoder and decoder, which is capable of rebuilding the spatial information from
the shadow layers. In addition, the encoder adopts convolution and max pooling layer
to decrease the resolution and extract high-level semantic information, which could be
used for an accurate segmentation. The decoder upsamples the semantic features with
deconvolution and fuses the features from skip connection to restore high resolution infor-
mation step by step. The final output called segmentation map represents the classification
probability of each pixel in the corresponding position of the input images. Detailed
information of the features is displayed in Figure 7. The number on the top represents
dimension (channel), the number below means the size (height and width) and the number
behind the convolution layer denotes the kernel size (e.g., 3 × 3). In particular, three
modules are designed (e.g., IEM, IDM and CCRM) at first attempt on the basis of UNet
to cope with irregular and blurred boundary problems of different classes and feature
weight allocation problem (see the dotted box in Figure 7) for achieving state-of-the-art
segmentation performance.

IEM

IEM

IEM IEM

IDM

Input OutputCCRM

256×256256×256

128×128

64×64
32×32

16×16
32×32

64×64

128×128

256×256

64

128

256
512

1024
512

256

128

64 33/5/23

Conv 3×3 + BN + ReLU

Max-pooling
Identity mapping

Up-conv

Replaceable

Skip connection

Figure 7. Overall framework of the proposed Ir-UNet in this study.
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3.2. Proposed Ir-Unet Network
3.2.1. Irregular Encoder Module (IEM)

IEM is particularly designed to get the feature of irregular object, since it adds learnable
position information to the basic convolution. By learning the irregular boundary of the rust
wheat, the improved IEM can automatically adapt the weight of neighbourhood pixels to
achieve a more accurate segmentation result. Detailed architecture is displayed in Figure 8,
where the input is compressed by a 3 × 3 convolution, then the multi branches architecture
with different offsets size is particularly designed to obtain multi-scale information. Offset
field represents the learned position information being added to the original convolution.
It can also be explained by the following formula:

y(p0) = ∑
pn∈R

w(pn) · x(p0 + pn + ∆pn) (1)

where R denotes the element set of a conv kernel (usually being set as 3× 3), pn enumerates
the locations in R. To obtain the output value of position p0, we need to multiply the
positions’ value x(p0 + pn) (n ∈ {1, 9}) with the corresponding weight w(pn) and make an
addition of the results. Meanwhile, to obtain the irregular boundary, a learnable parameter
∆pn is added to the position pn to represent the offsets of the irregular boundary. By adding
this learnable parameter, the rectangular conv can be expanded to random shapes.

IEM

×

conv

offset field

offsets 3×3

× Element-wise multiplication and addition

outputinput

×

×

C

offsets 5×5

offsets 7×7

C Channel-wise concatenation

Figure 8. Detailed IEM design of the Ir-UNet.

3.2.2. Irregular Decoder Module (IDM)

For a segmentation task, the encoder-decoder architecture is widely used to get the
feature representations via convolutions in the encoder and reconstruct the segmentation
results by upsampling modules in the decoder. IDM is applied as an upsampling module
in the decoder to replace the original one in UNet to achieve better segmentation results.
To be specific, UNet adopts deconvolution to upsample the features, containing trainable
parameters to tune the boundary [30,31]. The other commonly used method is bilinear
interpolation without parameters but being resource efficient [32]. However, the afore-
mentioned methods are not suitable to cope with the task in this study [23]. First, the
deconvolution learns the same upsample strategy for the features because of the shared
parameters of convolution kernel, which ignores the specificity of different regions. Second,
the bilinear interpolation is weak at dealing with complex structures since there are no
parameter settings.

Different from the above mentioned methods, IDM enables instance-specific content-
aware handling to generate adaptive kernels on-the-fly, which is lightweight and fast to
compute. There are two steps being applied in Figure 9, the first step generates a reassembly
kernel for each target location according to its content, and the second step is to reassemble
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the features with predicted kernels. The parameters of the IDM are shown in Equation (2)
with the original deconvolution in Equation (3).

IDM

× Element-wise multiplication and addition

conv 1×1 conv 3×3

H

W

W

H

W

H

σW

σH

×

σW

σH

kernel

Kernel Prediction Module

Content-aware 
Reassembly Module conv 1×1

Figure 9. Detailed IDM design of the Ir-UNet.

Params(IDM) = C× Cm + Cm × σ2 × k2
up × k2

enc (2)

Params(deconv) = C× C× k2
deconv (3)

It can be seen from the parameter calculation formula of IDM that Equation (2) means
the sum of parameters of conv 1× 1 and 3× 3. Cm, σ, k2

up and k2
enc represent the compressed

channel, up ratio, kernel size of the conv 3 × 3, size of the generated kernel, respectively.
These parameters are set as 16, 2, 5, 3 for a trade-off between the computational efficiency
and accuracy according to our experience. As a result, the total parameters of IDM are
counted as 16,448, and the parameters of deconvolution are 65,536. In addition, a 1 × 1
convolution behind IDM with additional 8192 parameters can be added to make the
operation smooth. Therefore, only 1/3 of the parameters of the traditional deconvolution
are utilised but it achieves a better performance. The introduction of IDM helps rebuild the
blurred boundary.

3.2.3. Content-Aware Channel Re-Weight Module (CCRM)

Multispectral images are widely used for segmentation because of the sufficient spec-
tral information, which is useful to distinguish similar classes. However, conventional
feature weight selection methods are set equally, impairing the final segmentation perfor-
mance. As a consequence, it is necessary to re-allocate the weight by different values and
thus feature re-weight is one promising way to optimise weight settings and maximise the
final segmentation performance [33,34]. Inspired by Hu’s work [33], CCRM is designed
where the detailed architecture is shown in Figure 10. The bottleneck design is firstly
utilised to get the feature, which is followed by an global pooling to obtain global represen-
tation of the channels. Then, a sigmoid function is adopted to normalise the results and get
the weights of each channel. Finally, the multispectral inputs multiplying the weights can
get the re-weighted inputs. By applying the end-to-end CCRM, a better performance can
be achieved attributing to the more efficient spectral combinations.

3.3. Performance Metrics

In this paper, different metrics including Precision, Recall, F1 score and Overall Accu-
racy (OA) are utilised to quantitatively evaluate the performance of various approaches,
where are defined as follows [20]:

OA =
TP + TN

P + N
, Precision =

TP
TP + FP

, Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(4)

F1 = 2× Precision× Recall
Precision + Recall

. (5)

where P, N, T and F are the abbreviations of positive, negative, true, and false pixels in
the prediction map, respectively. Particularly, True Positive (TP) denotes the correctly
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predicted positive values; False Positive (FP) is the value where actual class is negative and
the predicted class is positive; False Negative (FN) means the scenario where the actual
class is positive but the predicted class is negative; True negative (TN) is the truly predicted
negative values. Overall Accuracy (OA) is the mainly reference metric in our experiments;
metrics of Precision, Recall and F1 are counted in the average among the three classes.
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Figure 10. Detailed CCRM design of the Ir-UNet.

3.4. Ir-Unet Algorithm Settings

The image size is 1336 × 2991, which is divided into training set (1000 × 2991),
validation set (336 × 1495) and testing set (336 × 1496) in Figure 11. The dataset division
obeys the commonly used ratio of training:validation:testing being 3:1:1. These images
are cut to patches with a size of 256 × 256 because of the memory limitation. To avoid the
incompleteness of the patches’ boundary, we adopt a half overlap. The experiments are
operated on a GPU server with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9900K CPU and a NVIDIA RTX
2080Ti-11 GB GPU. All of the detailed experiment settings are displayed in Table 2, where
TrS, VaS, TeS denote training size, validation size and testing size, respectively.
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da
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Va
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Figure 11. Dataset division for training, validation and test.

Table 2. Details of experiment settings.

Datasets Platform Training Settings

TrS/patches 1000 × 2991/161 CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9900K Optimizer SGDM
VaS/patches 336 × 1495/22 GPU NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti-11GB LR scheduler Poly
TeS/patches 336 × 1496/22 DL Framework Pytorch V1.6.0 Loss function Soft CE
Patches size 256 × 256 Compiler Pycharm 2020.1 LR 0.01

Overlap ratio 1/2 Program Python V3.6.12 Mini-Batch size 16
No. Class 3 Epoch 20
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4. Experimental Results

This section displays the comparative results, including data augmentation, ablation
studies with different modules, various feature inputs and optimised band weight. In
particular, we compared our results of various inputs with the existing results in [2].

4.1. Data Augmentation Results

Data augmentation is paramount to increase the training data because the lack of
training data will lead to overfitting problems. In this study, morphological transformation
is adopted to augment the training data. The commonly used morphological transformation
in image processing, such as rotate, flip and scale transformation are applied. It can be
found in Table 3 that the aforementioned three approaches are discussed, where rotate
means the input with random rotation in 0, 90, 180 and 270 angles, flip refers to flipping
the image horizontally and vertically with a 50% probability and scale refers to scaling the
image with a range of ratios.

It can be observed from Table 3 that the three methods play a positive role in OA score,
where the increase of rotation, flip and scale (0.75, 1.0) method are 0.21%, 0.22% and 0.20%,
respectively. In particular, different scale ratios affecting OA result are discussed. It is
apparent that scale (0.75 1.0), scale (1.0, 1.25) and scale (0.75 1.0 1.25) show that both larger
and smaller scales can promote the OA score. The reason is that a larger scale can help
discern the details and a smaller scale provides global content. However, when adding
the scale value as 0.25 and 2.0 or using the continuous scale ratio from 0.5 to 1.5, the OA
will decrease. According to the results, the scale (0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5) is set as default in the
following experiments. In this study, scale (0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5) along with rotate and flip
method are adjusted for data augmentation.

Table 3. The effects of data augmentation on segmentation performance.

Method Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%) OA (%)

UNet 84.08 90.04 86.95 92.70
+Rotate 84.66 90.48 87.47 92.91

+Flip 84.95 90.17 87.48 92.92
+Scale(0.75 1.0) 84.69 90.24 87.38 92.90
+Scale(1.0 1.25) 85.10 90.31 87.63 93.04

+Scale(0.75 1.0 1.25) 85.47 90.29 87.81 93.13
+Scale(0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5) 86.66 89.44 88.03 93.13

+Scale(0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 2.0) 86.38 89.29 87.81 93.04
+Scale(0.5–1.5) 85.78 89.91 87.80 93.09

+Rotate + Flip + Scale(0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5) 87.23 90.10 88.65 93.37

4.2. Ablation Studies

Ablation studies are performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed modules
(IEM and IDM) by using UAV imagery. All experiments are conducted on UNet baseline
using encoder-decoder architecture. On the baseline of UNet with the aforementioned
data augmentation methods (UNetaug), we set the IEM in encoder block 3, 4 and 5 as
shown in Figure 7 to achieve better performance, since the IEM can replace the original
convolution to better recognise the irregular boundary. IDM is also used to rebuild the
blurred boundary by replacing the up-conv in the decoder and one IDM is set between
decoder block 1 and 2 to dynamically upsample the features and get great performance.
The comparative results are displayed in Table 4.

It follows from Table 4 that IEM and IDM modules are able to promote the OA score
up to 93.72% and 93.79% respectively. The integration of IEM and IDM even increases
1.18% to 94.55% in comparison with UNetaug method, showing that the involvement of
these two modules can result in the best performance. These conclusions can also be drawn
from the visualized image shown in Figure 12, intuitively displaying the advantages of the
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two modules. Segmentation map by the proposed method in yellow rust detection gets a
sharper boundary which is closer to the ground truth.

Table 4. The ablation studies about IEM and IDM.

Method IEM IDM Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%) OA (%)

UNetaug 87.23 90.10 88.65 93.37
UNetaug X 87.18 91.10 89.10 93.72
UNetaug X 87.90 90.53 89.20 93.79
UNetaug X X 90.55 91.02 90.79 94.55

Rust Healthy Background

Input image Ground truth w/o w/

Figure 12. Segmentation maps of input image, ground truth, results without modules (w/o) and
results with modules (w/) (left to right).

4.3. Ir-Unet with Various Inputs

A comparative study is also conducted by using three inputs, where inputs A include
five bands information from RedEdge camera (R, G, B, NIR and RedEdge), inputs B include
RGB bands information and inputs C consist of top five useful indices in [2] including index
OSAVI (Red-NIR), SCCCI (Red-RedEdge-NIR), CVI (Green-Red-NIR), TGI (Green-NIR)
and GI (Green-Red). Tables 5–7 show the results by adopting three different inputs and
also compare the results with the existing work [2].

It follows from Tables 5–7 that the proposed Ir-UNet segmentation performance
outperforms the existing results [2] in terms of precision, recall, F1 and OA score. In
particular, the segmentation results using inputs A achieve the best performance on OA up
to 96.95%, whereas inputs B obtaining 94.55% and inputs C obtaining 95.16% on OA score.
First comparing the results of inputs A and inputs B of our results, the extra information
of NIR and RedEdge bands can bring great improvement of OA from 94.55% to 96.95%,
especially for rust detection accuracy (from 81.47% to 88.32%). By comparing the results
with literature [2], given inputs A, the proposed Ir-UNet outperforms the basic UNet
in terms of precision, recall and F1 score, leading to a 3.42%, 2.0% and 2.66% increase
respectively. Particularly, the proposed method yields a 6.42% improvement on rust
precision score. Given inputs B, the proposed method achieves a 20.37% improvement on
precision score of rust class in comparison with reference [2].

Second, comparing our results of inputs B and inputs C, the introduction of particular
indices brings a 0.61% improvement than original RGB band features on OA score. Finally,
by comparing our results of inputs A and inputs C, selected vegetation indices (SVIs)
based features result in a decrease than the five raw band features. This is mainly due to
the fact that the Ir-UNet algorithm is capable of adjusting original raw band information
automatically to maximise the segmentation performance, but the selected indices are
variants from these raw bands. All of the improved results compared with the existing
work [2] are shown in Tables 5–7 in bold text.
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To evaluate whether the combination of raw bands and useful indices can further
promote the segmentation performance, inputs D is also designed (five raw bands and SVIs
in Table 8). It follows from Table 9 that the precision of three classes has great improvement,
but the OA score employing inputs D can only increase 0.02% in comparison with inputs A
(from 96.95% to 96.97%). Therefore, it can be concluded that the combination of all raw bands
and their variant indices can marginally improve the final segmentation performance.

Table 5. Performance with inputs A.

Methods Metric/Class Rust (%) Healthy (%) Background (%) Average (%)

Ref [2]

Precision 81.9 97.9 94.2 91.3
Recall 85.5 96.3 96.0 92.6

F1 84.0 97.0 95.0 92.0
OA / / / /

Ours

Precision 88.32 98.10 97.75 94.72
Recall 87.40 98.02 98.37 94.60

F1 87.86 98.06 98.06 94.66
OA / / / 96.95

Table 6. Performance with inputs B.

Methods Metric/Class Rust (%) Healthy (%) Background (%) Average (%)

Ref [2]

Precision 61.1 97.8 96.3 85.1
Recall 91.4 93.2 87.7 90.8

F1 73.0 95.0 92.0 87.0
OA / / / /

Ours

Precision 81.47 97.63 92.55 90.55
Recall 82.77 97.07 93.22 91.02

F1 82.11 97.35 92.88 90.79
OA / / / 94.55

Table 7. Performance with inputs C.

Methods Metric/Class Rust (%) Healthy (%) Background (%) Average (%)

Ref [2]

Precision 64.8 96.1 91.3 84.1
Recall 77.4 94.3 88.0 86.6

F1 71.0 95.0 90.0 85.0
OA / / / /

Ours

Precision 64.03 99.24 98.15 87.14
Recall 96.38 94.97 95.32 95.56

F1 76.94 97.06 96.72 91.15
OA / / / 95.16

Table 8. List of all SVI details in this study.

Vegetation Index Formula References

Nitrogen Reflectance Index (NRI ) (Rg − Rr)/(Rg + Rr) [35]
Greenness Index (GI ) Rg/Rr [36]

Green Leaf Index (GLI ) (2Rg − Rr − Rb)/(2Rg + Rr + Rb) [37]
Anthocyanin Reflectance Index (ARI) R−1

g − R−1
re [38]

Green NDVI (GNDVI ) (Rnir − Rg)/(Rnir + Rg) [39]
Triangular Vegetation Index (TVI ) 0.5[120(Rnir − Rg)− 200(Rnir − Rg)] [40,41]

ChlorophyII Index-Green (CIG) Rnir/Rg − 1 [42]
Triangular Greenness Index (TGI) −0.5(λr − λb)(Rr − Rg)− (λr − λg)(Rr − Rb) [43]

Normalized Difference RedEdge Index (NDREI) (Rnir − Rre)/(Rnir + Rre) [44]
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI ) (Rnir − Rr)/(Rnir + Rr) [45]

Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) 1.5(Rnir − Rr)/(Rnir + Rr + 0.5) [46]
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Table 8. Cont.

Vegetation Index Formula References

Ratio Vegetation Index (RVI) Rnir/Rr [47]
Optimized Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (OSAVI ) 1.16(Rnir − Rr)/(Rnir + Rr + 0.16) [48]

ChlorophyII Index-RedEdge (CIRE) Rnir/Rre − 1 [42]
Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) 2.5(Rnir − Rr)/(Rnir + 6Rr − 7.5Rb + 1) [49]

Transformed ChlorophyII Absorption and Reflectance
Index (TCARI) 3[(Rre − Rr)− 0.2 ∗ (Rre − Rg)(Rre/Rr)] [50]

ChlorophyII Vegetation Index (CVI) RnirRr/R2
g [51]

Simplified Canopy ChlorophyII Content Index (SCCCI) NDREI/NDVI [52]

Table 9. Performance with inputs D.

Methods Metric/Class Rust (%) Healthy (%) Background (%) Average (%)

Ours

Precision 87.74 98.23 97.73 94.57
Recall 87.97 97.85 98.54 94.79

F1 87.86 98.04 98.13 94.68
OA / / / 96.97

4.4. Optimised Band Weight Results

Previous evaluation is based on the assumption that the feature weight settings are
equal. According to literature [33,53], feature re-weight is one promising way to optimise
weight settings and maximise the final segmentation performance. CCRM can learn a
dynamic weight of each feature, further improving the state-of-the-art segmentation results.
Thus, five raw bands using CCRM module are conducted to optimise each band weight in
our deep learning network, where band R, G, B, NIR and RedEdge are optimised to get a
set of weights of 1.0220, 0.9698, 1.0168, 0.9559, 0.8775, respectively. As a consequence, by
adopting these optimised weights for each band, the OA score of this segmentation task
can reach up to 97.13%, improving 0.18% than using Ir-UNet network only (see Table 10).
Therefore, optimising the band weights before training in a dynamic learnable way can be
very helpful even if on an extremely powerful baseline.

Table 10. Performance with inputs A using CCRM.

Methods Metric/Class Rust (%) Healthy (%) Backgound (%) Avearage (%)

Ours

Precision 87.06 98.25 98.60 94.63
Recall 89.88 98.27 97.29 95.15

F1 88.45 98.26 97.94 94.89
OA / / / 97.13

To intuitively understand the segmentation performance, the results of different
inputs are visualised in Figure 13. It can be observed that (f) achieves the best results in
visualisation compared with (b) to (e), bringing less noise and a clear boundary. Moreover,
a comparative visualisation result (see Figure 14) is also compared with previous work
in [2]; nearly half of the results from infected plot are far from the proposed method using
the same inputs, where red rectangles mean obvious improvements for different regions
among various inputs. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed method generates
the best yellow rust segmentation results after coping with irregular and blurred boundary
problems and with fewer noises by comparing the areas highlighted by red rectangles.
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(a) Ground truth (b) Inputs A (c) Inputs B (d) Inputs C (e) Inputs D (f) Bands reweight

Figure 13. Segmentation maps of different inputs using Ir-UNet.

Inputs A Inputs B Inputs C

Figure 14. Segmentation maps of the baseline U-net in [2].

5. Discussion

The proposed Ir-UNet achieves state-of-the-art performance in yellow rust segmen-
tation task in terms of precision, recall, F1 score and overall accuracy. However, there
are still two main problems. First, the dataset from one flight for deep learning network
seems limited; it is necessary to consider the k-fold validation method to evaluate the
algorithm robustness. As is shown in Figure 15, this field is divided into three parts for
k-fold validation (as there are three replicates of the experiment), where area 2 and 3 are
first for training and 1 for testing, 1, 3 for training and 2 for testing, 1, 2 for training and 3
for testing. A comparative study using a different training and testing dataset by various
inputs is displayed in Table 11. Precision, Recall and F1 score are the mean value of each
class, including healthy, background and rust. It can be seen the mean values of OA using
input A, B, C are 97.66%, 95.35% and 97.03% respectively, where input A is the best and
input B is the worst, providing a more reliable and robust result by our proposed method.
As a result, the proposed method is robust and accurate under k-fold validation settings.
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Figure 15. Data division used in k-fold validation.

Table 11. 3-fold validation results by using various training-validation combinations.

Input Train Test Precision (%) Recall (%) F1 (%) OA (%)

A

2 3 1 95.62 95.90 95.76 98.06
1 3 2 94.26 94.85 94.55 97.22
1 2 3 93.50 95.39 94.44 97.70

Average Average 94.46 95.38 94.92 97.66

B

2 3 1 90.06 91.02 90.54 95.15
1 3 2 92.45 90.52 91.48 95.09
1 2 3 90.66 91.23 90.95 95.82

Average Average 91.06 90.92 90.99 95.35

C

2 3 1 94.48 93.69 94.09 97.11
1 3 2 93.00 94.43 93.71 96.77
1 2 3 93.10 94.03 93.56 97.21

Average Average 93.53 94.05 93.79 97.03

Second, excessive spectral information of remote sensing images is not always helpful
because some noise may be brought, leading to the increase of computation load and less
robustness. Therefore, some particular features (e.g., band and index) can be selected
to achieve the same performance with less computation load. In order to evaluate the
performance of different feature selection methods, here a band-based feature selection
method and index-based feature selection method are enumerated to compare with each
other. First, five raw bands (treated as network inputs) are tested in the proposed method
respectively, where the results are presented and compared by using OA. It follows from
Table 12 that RedEdge band obtains the highest OA score among five raw bands reaching
up to 92.54%. In addition, Red and NIR band information also promote the results to
91.06% and 91.44%, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that the extra two bands
(NIR and RedEdge) information of the RedEdge camera can effectively promote the yellow
rust segmentation performance. Second, the selected indices from [2] shown in Table 13
are also tested by our proposed method. It is apparent that corresponding indices of the
top three OA are Index 11, Index 13 and Index 15, where the OA score of all three indices
are higher than band-based features.

To evaluate whether these top ranked features are useful after their combination, a
comparative study is also carried out. The combination of three band information and three
indices are compared by referring to the metrics of precision, recall, F1 and OA. It follows
from Table 14 that band-based feature selection method is more superior than index-based
feature selection method. In addition, it only gets 0.14% decrease in the OA score compared
with the results with inputs D (5 bands + 18 indices) and gets 2.28% promotion of the OA
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score compared with inputs A (R,G,B). Therefore, it is convincing that we can take the
Red-NIR-RE bands to replace the combination of 5 bands and 18 indexes and get the same
performance. The findings in this section are drawn as follows:

(1) In 3-fold validation, the proposed method by different training and testing data can
overcome original limited data problem, providing accurate and robust segmentation
results in yellow rust detection.

(2) Overall, OA using individual index as input outperforms the original raw band
information input as indices are formulated by various raw bands.

(3) Some particular indices, such as index 13, achieve almost the same OA score in
comparison with inputs D, showing that the OA score is not positively correlated to
the amount of inputs.

(4) The top 3 indices, index 11 (SAVI with Red-NIR bands), index 13 (OASVI with Red-
NIR bands) and index 15 (EVI with Blue-Red-NIR bands) have the same components
of Red and NIR bands, revealing that the combination of Red and NIR bands is
extremely useful in index based feature.

(5) Red, NIR and Rededge band information play a paramount role and is much accurate
and robust than RGB information in solving wheat yellow rust detection problem.

Table 12. Performance with single input of 5 raw bands.

Input OA Score (%)

Blue 89.44
Green 90.84
Red 91.06
NIR 91.44

Red Edge 92.54

Table 13. Performance with single input of 18 indices.

Input OA Score (%) Input OA Score (%)

Index 1 91.48 Index 2 91.51
Index 3 91.05 Index 4 90.66
Index 5 92.58 Index 6 93.33
Index 7 92.42 Index 8 91.70
Index 9 91.58 Index 10 92.92

Index 11 94.85 Index 12 92.99
Index 13 96.33 Index 14 91.83
Index 15 94.62 Index 16 91.61
Index 17 90.77 Index 18 91.43

Table 14. Comparison of Red-NIR-RE inputs and the top 3 index inputs.

Methods Metric/Class Rust (%) Healthy (%) Background (%) Average (%)

Top 3 indices

Precision 88.89 96.98 98.85 94.90
Recall 83.61 98.44 97.90 93.32

F1 86.17 97.71 98.37 94.10
OA / / / 96.60

Red-NIR-RE bands

Precision 86.31 98.07 98.15 94.18
Recall 88.08 97.84 97.92 94.61

F1 87.19 97.96 98.03 94.39
OA / / / 96.83
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6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper investigates the challenging problem of wheat yellow rust detection by
integrating UAV multispectral imaging and deep learning method. In particular, IEM and
IDM are fused into the basic UNet network to cope with irregular and blurred boundary
problems of remote sensing dataset so that a more reliable and accurate Ir-UNet network
is proposed for yellow rust disease detection automatically. Meanwhile, CCRM is also
designed to optimise the feature weights and maximise the segmentation performance. All
of the methods are validated on real-world UAV multipsectral wheat yellow rust disease
dataset collected in Yangling experiment field. In performance evaluation, the proposed
algorithm is compared with the basic UNet network and various network inputs, yielding
the best segmentation performance among others (97.13% on OA score). Moreover, it is
also shown that the use of three selected bands Red-NIR-RE in the proposed Ir-UNet can
reach a comparative performance (OA: 96.83%).

Although the presented results are quite promising, there is still much room for
further improvement. For example, in this study, only a small training dataset is used to
evaluate the proposed algorithm performance. With the advert of a more labelled dataset,
the performance can be assessed in a more accurate manner. Moreover, in addition to
CNN network, the popular deep learning network such as Transformer [54,55] can also
be drawn to learn the spectral, spatial and temporal information in an end-to-end manner
and possibly further improve the final wheat yellow rust segmentation performance.
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